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:

Brightside
Quarterly Award for Winners
14
Bath

The Brief
Brightside were looking for a local quarterly event to be organised for their winners so we
devised a day out in Bath with a difference!
Our Response
A private Mercedes minibus was arranged to meet
the Awards Winners from Aust and Temple Meads
in Bristol and took them to experience cocktail and
mocktail making with flinging cocktail shakers in the
air at a trendy venue in Bath
They all had lots of fun learning the different
methods as well as sampling the various
cocktails/mocktails!
The group were escorted to the exclusive Royal
Crescent Hotel, a majestic residence and the only
hotel on the famous Royal Crescent where they had
a delicious three course lunch in a private room.
After being wined and dined with some fabulous
food, it was time for the winners to get artistic as
they took part in a comical Caricature Workshop.
They got to learn the basics of cartooning and
caricature and even got a caricature of themselves
to take home with them – they were all very
amusing and lifelike.
Client’s Comments
“Two words – absolutely brilliant, I really enjoyed myself, the whole day was fantastic. The cocktail
making, tasting and meal were outstanding and the caricature workshop was an eye opener!”

“Great day Friday. The cocktail making was a wonderful experience and the caricature lesson was fab.
Thank you brightside!”
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“It was a great day out and it was nice to meet up with some of the guys from Southampton and Torquay.
The day started off with a morning cocktail making masterclass which was great fun and I think we all
really enjoyed drinking the results of our efforts! The three course lunch at the Royal Crescent Hotel was
fantastic and the caricature drawing in the afternoon was fab! All in all, a great day!”

“The cocktail making was fun, it was in a funky bar and the barmen running the cocktail making were
really good as they encouraged us to ask questions, showed us what to do and made sure that we were all
participating. They even made an extra sample of long island ice tea for us!”
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